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Overview

• Research - from 
impacts to adaptation

• The 2000s; divergence 
and specialisation

Downscaling

Characterising uncertainty

Dealing with uncertainty

Contextual approaches

Integrated assessments

• Where next?



Figure source – Falkenmark and Rockstrom, 2004

Water security: 

Grey and Sadoff (2007)
‘The availability of an acceptable quantity and quality of 

water for health, livelihoods, ecosystems and production, 

coupled with an acceptable level of water-related risks to 

people, environments and economies’ 

Cook and Bakker (2013)
Four themes, availability, vulnerability to hazards, human 

needs (e.g. food security) and sustainability



Figure source – Falkenmark and Rockstrom, 2004

Climate change and water security: 
What are the main challenges?



Characteristics of precipitation; state, timing, 
amount, intensity

Snowmelt, glacial melt

Evaporative demand; higher 
temperatures, changes in radiation, 

humidity and windspeed

Effects on surface water; flows, timing, frequency 
of extremes, etc.

Groundwater recharge

Effects on land cover

Slow onset sea level rise, saltwater intrusion, 
storm surges, etc.

Physical and human dimensions



Milly et al. 2008 Science



The Nile river:  multi-decadal variability

Cairo - Nilometer

Aswan dam



The Nile:  multi-
decadal variability



Climate impact studies



Source - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Climate_model

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Climate_model
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Figure source – Falkenmark and Rockstrom, 2004

Model it……..inputs > outputs…

Predict then act approaches……………



Future climate change impacts related to freshwater

From Bates et al. (2008)



BUT………….
Impact studies
Often too far into the future…
Only consider climate…
Don’t address decision-relevant factors…
Fail to capture uncertainties…

…..lack of traction with decision-makers

Future climate change impacts related to freshwater

From Bates et al. (2008)



Late 1980s; consolidation of 

methods

Mid 1990s; from impacts to 

adaptation



The 2000s; divergence……..

Publications per year since 1990 with word strings ‘climate change water 
impacts’ (grey bars) and ‘climate change water adaptation’ (black bars)



Divergent directions

1. Scenario development (downscaling, etc.)

2. Characterising uncertainty;
• Multiple / probabilistic climate scenarios

• Other sources of uncertainty (model parameterisation, future demand, 
etc.)

3. Decision-making under uncertainty
• Robustness, flexibility, adaptive management, etc.

4. Institutional and policy contexts
• Detailed reviews of management / actor perspectives and capacity

5. Integration studies



1. Downscaling
Suite of techniques to;

Develop higher spatial and temporal resolution in 
scenario data

Weather generators, regional climate models, etc.



2. Characterising

uncertainty



‘Cascade of uncertainty’

GHG Emissions

GHG Concentrations

Future global T change
How sensitive is Earth’s climate to change in GHG 
concentrations?

Detailed change

• Spatial  Temporal

• Inter-model differences

Climate change impacts



Schewe, J. et al., 2013: Multi-model assessment of water scarcity under 
climate change. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the 

United States of America.



Schewe et al., 2013

Ratio of GCM variance to total variance; in red 
(blue) areas, GHM (GCM) variance predominates 



Figure source – Falkenmark and Rockstrom, 2004

Embrace the uncertainties…

‘‘‘robust decisions’’ are defined as decisions 
that work well even with the inclusion of 

various uncertainties.’

3. Decision-making under uncertainty



Figure source – Falkenmark and Rockstrom, 2004

4. Contexts……….

Key future 
drivers

Recent trends

Historical 
management

users

Supply -
demand

capacity

Legal and 
regulatory 

frameworksInstitutions

allocation

decision context

Trans-
boundary



5. Integrated assessments

Climate change, CO2 fertilization effects, SES….water 
demand, agricultural land conversion, etc.



Future directions

• Mainstreaming 
adaptation 
(regulatory 
pressures)  

• Integration with multiple 
stressors, nexus approaches 
(water-energy-food)



Figure source – Falkenmark and Rockstrom, 2004

‘…..acceptable level of water-related 

risks to people, environments and 

economies’ 

‘The availability of an acceptable 

quantity and quality of water for 

health, livelihoods, ecosystems 

and production..’

Multiple stressors, but CC 

increasingly important

Multiple stressors, development 

drivers key to 2050s

Climate change and water 
security:



Thank you
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